
VICTORIA COMMITTEE TO END HOMELESSNESS

MINUTES of meeting NOVEMBER 28, 20123

PRESENT:  Seb (in chair) Trudy, Heather, Susan, Renee, Joyanna and 
Alison.

1/ WELCOME. ACKNOWLEDGMENT that we meet on Lekwungen 
territory. Minutes of Nov 14 read and approved. Agenda additions.

2/ Regrets: Renee reported that Kym was busy at an important AVI 
meeting.

3/ NOV 14 meeting for those with homeless experience.  Trudy reported. 
General satisfaction from those who were there. Heather asked if there 
were issues our committee should work on now.  General feeling that he 
group will ask for our help if and when needed and that they must 
decide when and where they should meet again.  silly will contact 
Alison about any request for use of Our Place some morning.  If 
necessary, our committee is willing to give up the meeting every 4th 
wed of the month (Welly Wednesday!)  More to be discussed at our Dec. 
5  and Dec 12 meetings.

4/ DEC 21 VIGIL at the Whale Wall 4 pm.  Alison is meeting Marianne 
and Bernie, hopefully also Rose and Hannah. Alison will advise Bernie 
that it would be wise not to mention the first names of those who have 
died in an op ed but to leave that to those who wish to speak about 
those they knew and loved.  Alison to firm up arrangements with 
Discovery cafe for a get-together from 5 to 630, and will advise the 
Carribean Village that we will need $50 worth of pates. Susan will pick 
up and we will pass the hat.  Heather to do a poster. Marianne is getting 
a statement from City Hall.  We need to do a press release and 
invitations to mla's etc.

5/ DOCUMENTARY
Copies have gone out to three film festivals. The doc is now 75 min plus 
interviews from the Green.  Bruce Saunders at Movie Monday will 
confirm when he has talked to Kym.  Hopefully, we will also have a date 
in Feb. with the Social Justice group at BCGEU. Whether we send it out 
to CBC etc. depends on the demands of the film festivals.  VIPIRG  will 



do showings at UVic. Funding remains tight, but  some money possible 
in the New Year.  We hope to get 200 dvd copies made so that groups 
and allied can do their own showings.  We have seed money and have 
sent out 20-plus begging letters.

6/ TRUDY'S RESEARCH PROJECT
Trudy clarified the necessary differences between what goes into our 
committee minutes and what will be part of her research.
Shjeis also taking part in a research program between UVic and the 
Coalition that examines the principles of inclusion  and also reports the 
advice coming from focus groups drawn from those with homeless 
experience.  Decided it would be wise to hold these in January, possibly 
Jan 9 at an Our Place meeting.

7/ VIPIRG Seb reported possibility of a forum about good neighborhood 
relations, involving street people and those living close.  Discussion of 
ways to bring both groups together, possibly using some of the friendly 
business people appearing in our doc. Renee suggested we refer to 
David Turner's book on the challenges of anti-oppression (Alison 
checking with David).  Joyanna suggested we read The Soul of Money 
by Lynne Twist (in library)

8/ NEXT MEETING DEC. 5, 7 pm. in the food court in the Bay. 


